
Asia Hydrogen Fuel Cell and Hydrogenation Station Equipment Exhibition

【Market Prospect】

Hydrogen energy is regarded as one of the most potential clean energy in the world. In recent

years, with the development of hydrogen energy utilization technology and the increasing pressure

to cope with climate change, hydrogen energy has attracted worldwide attention. Hydrogen energy

has been incorporated into China's energy strategy, and has become a strategic choice to optimize

China's energy consumption structure and ensure national energy supply security。

【Iintroduction to The Exhibition】

About Shfce Asia

Short for shfce Asia“ Shfce Asia "is a hydrogen and fuel cell industry solutions exhibition

sponsored by Lixing exhibition company. As one of the largest hydrogen fuel cell technology

exhibitions in China, it is also the earliest hydrogen and fuel cell industry event in China. Founded

in Shanghai in 2015, the exhibition has received great support and attention from many competent

departments, industry organizations, scientific research institutes, exhibitors, professional

audiences and news media. The scale of the exhibition is expanding day by day, gradually

transforming from a single on-site exhibition platform to an international exchange stage

providing three-dimensional exhibition and comprehensive solutions for the industry。

In order to promote the industrial application and promotion of hydrogen energy in China, we

are committed to building a high-end exhibition platform integrating politics, production, learning,

research and application, Shfce Asia 2021 will be held in Shanghai from June 18 to 20, 2021. At

the same time, a number of technical seminars and activities will be held, such as "international

exchange Seminar on hydrogen fuel cell and hydrogenation station equipment".

At that time, competent authorities, experts and scholars, industry celebrities and leading

enterprises will be invited to gather together to focus on core technologies such as hydrogen

energy, fuel cell system, hydrogen production, hydrogen storage and transportation, hydrogen

safety, industrial cooperation, hydrogen energy infrastructure construction and other hot issues for

in-depth discussion, so as to make suggestions and suggestions for the development of hydrogen



energy and fuel cell industry. Accelerate the promotion of energy revolution, build a clean, low-

carbon, safe and efficient energy system, and help the industrialization development and

application of hydrogen energy.

Here, the organizing committee sincerely invites global hydrogen energy and fuel cell

enterprises and relevant units to actively participate in shfce Asia to discuss how to promote the

development of global hydrogen energy economic industry, create a "hydrogen" world and talk

about the future of "hydrogen"。

【Scope of Exhibition】

◆Hydrogen fuel vehicle；

◆ New energy vehicles and parts；

◆ Hydrogen production equipment technology；

◆ Fuel cell Battery System；

◆ Hydrogenation Equipment；

◆ The Hydrogen Storage And Related Equipment；

◆ Key components；

◆ On board hydrogen supply system；

◆ Liquid Chemical Manufacturing；

◆ Comprehensive Display；

【 Outlook "Difference" Open "Hydrogen" Future 】

2021 is the first year of "difference" programming, and towards the vision of a new

starting point in 2035. In low carbon development and under the background of energy

transformation, during the period of "difference", the hydrogen industry will have an important



opportunity, green low carbon hydrogen production technology and clean energy development is

the direction of future efforts.

Here, the organizing committee invites global hydrogen industry chain upstream and

downstream enterprises and related units to participate, take an active part in SHFCE ASIA 2021,

jointly promote the development of ASIA and the world of hydrogen energy industry, leading

industry the road of innovation, gradually formed by the hydrogen production chain with Chinese

characteristics.

Don't forget to beginner's mind, self-motivated. Let's start from "hydrogen", and seek common

industry development plan, plan for "h" in the future! Look forward to working with you to be

there or be square!

【CONTACT US】

Shfce Asia-2021 Organizing Committee

Committee：Mr. Hu

Tel： (86 21) 5296 2599

Mobile：86-189 1849 9659

E-mail：2503930191@qq.com

Web：Http：//www.Shfcee.com
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